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Mixbit? You may ask: Aren’t there enough free tools available for that which do the same thing? Well, yes there are
(and we’ll share them on our site so bookmark us) but the focus is on sharing. This sharing (on social networks of
course) is coupled with features you will find on different sites (like Vine, Instagram and Youtube) and not one
source.

 

 

Now don’t be misled by news that Youtube owns or developed Mixbit (app and website). Although, it is true that
Mixbit was made by Youtube co- founders, however, the company that owns this app is AVOS Systems, Inc. We
have to admit it took some time (nearly 5 months) to give birth to this product since its announcement. According to
the Mixbit site, the app is compatible with iOS that means it will work on iPod touch, iPad and iPhone) and an app
for Android will come soon (near the beginning of October or end of September). The initial videos explaining the
steps and the process look pretty straight forward.
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Details about the videos, clips and photos according to the Mixbit site are: When you work on this you have what
they call a ‘video project’. Clips can be 16 seconds in length and you can upload up to 256 clips. You can also
combine photos to this project. Or import stuff from other people’s projects. The project length limit is one hour. You
can then upload to the Mixbit site and share on your social network (currently it’s Twitter and Facebook). There are
also privacy and public settings available (Whew!).

That being said, there some are thoughts, people who are using this, have expressed. One of them is that the final
product (the compiled video) can only be seen online and not on your phone (iPhone). The site is getting popular
and people who know that getting registered first can be beneficial to you (A big wink to the marketers out there) will
definitely jump to grab this opportunity.

It is odd that Youtube founders didn’t start the compatibility thing with Android (instead of iOS), since Youtube is
owned by Google, and Android is a Google product. Let’s hope it expands to those who support Android too.
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